The effects of generations of stars within the interstellar medium (ISM) have produced a turbulent, multiphase medium whose evolution has shaped how solar systems like our own form within a galaxy. It is clear that the distribution of energy and material in the ISM of our Milky Way Galaxy is largely driven by the stellar winds and supernova explosions of dying stars, forming hot, expanding bubbles that sweep up shells of neutral material. These Interstellar shells gradually cool, slow down, and mix with the ambient ISM, however we still lack a complete picture of the relevant interstellar processes. Studies of numerous shells are required to improve our understanding of their role in the evolution of our Galaxy. The author and undergraduate students have searched the SETHI radio survey database for new shells. In this project, the properties of 76 such shells were explored to evaluate their suitability for (1) follow-up multiwavelength imaging and (2) follow-up absorption-line spectroscopic studies. These investigations of interstellar shells will improve our understanding of their properties, characteristics, and interactions with the surrounding ISM.
Introduction
The space between the stars of our galaxy is filled with the low-density gas and dust of the interstellar medium (ISM). The ISM in the disk of our galaxy consists of several physical phases that range from dense and cold molecular gas to hot and fully ionized regions. This non-uniform gas exhibits a complex set of interacting structures. Shells, bubble-like features, "chimneys", and worms are driven by stellar winds and supernova (SN) explosions. The hot, ionized material ejected into the ambient ISM through these processes has been enriched in heavy elements through nuclear fusion inside of stars and during the supernova explosions. As the gas expands outward, it sweeps up cold neutral material into a shell surrounding a bubble of hot gas. Over time, the shells gradually expand and cool. The enriched gas mixes with the turbulent ambient ISM, portions of which eventually cool into dense molecular clouds that are the birthplace of new solar systems. Understanding these processes has a direct impact on our studies of (1) galaxy evolution during the history of the universe, and (2) the history of our own solar system. This topic therefore links explicitly to the objectives of the NASA Science Mission Directorate (SMD), which seeks to scientifically understand the solar system 2 , "[…] the universe and to understand the nature of the strange phenomena that shape it." Thus, the physical state and dynamics of the ISM in galaxies determine how energy and matter released by stars are redistributed throughout the Universe, and incorporated into new solar systems. It is therefore critical to first understand the interstellar gas in the Milky Way, which can be observed with greater sensitivity and resolution than other galaxies. Although the physical state and evolution of gas phases in our galaxy have been broadly explained, a detailed understanding has not been achieved. In the three-phase model of McKee & Ostriker (1977) , random supernovae result in a turbulent ISM in which hot, low-density gas fills ~70% of the volume, surrounding warm and cold clouds. In the galactic fountain model of Shapiro and Field (1976) , hot gas rises out of the galactic plane, cools, then falls back into the galactic plane. Superbubbles (caused by clusters of supernovae) can break out of the galactic plane, enhancing the possibility of a galactic fountain. Cox & Slavin (1992) incorporated the effects of magnetic fields in their models of supernovae evolution. The results indicate that the filling factor of hot gas is substantially less than original estimates. However, the Slavin & Cox (1993) picture assumes that the disrupting influence of supernova is small, a view which is controversial (see Cox 2005 ). There are still many outstanding problems with these (and all other current) models of the ISM (See Cox (2005) and Ferrière (2001) for detailed reviews of these issues).
Intensive study of the interactions of particular supernova remnants (SNRs) with their environment will improve our understanding of the overall processes in the ISM. According to various models, shells of material from old supernova remnants should be ubiquitous (Slavin & Cox 1993 , Shelton 1996 . A detailed knowledge of their physical properties is therefore essential to understanding the important processes of the ISM. Nevertheless, the energy inputs of shells are imperfectly understood, since "there is no one-to-one relationship of shells with young star clusters and associations" (Heiles 1984) . Most well-studied shells are either quite close to the Sun, or are extremely large and distant. The number and size of large shells in the outer galaxy cannot yet be explained by the expected level of star formation in those regions, despite consideration of numerous alternatives (see McClure-Griffiths et al 2002) . To make progress, we must increase the number of well-studied galactic shells.
Clearly, a first step is to identify for follow-up study neutral hydrogen (HI) shells which have previously been neglected. Recent radio surveys of neutral hydrogen with unprecedented sensitivity and angular resolution such as the Search for Extraterrestrial HI (SETHI; Korpela et al 2002) , and the Southern Galactic 2006 , Peek & Heiles 2008 ) provide data at even greater sensitivity and angular resolution. These rich new resources are resulting in the identification of previously neglected interstellar shells ripe for further study (e.g. Sallmen et al. in preparation) For best results, each shell must be investigated using a variety of methods. Because "the multiwavelength whole is far more than the sum of its parts" (Heiles, Haffner & Reynolds 1999) , the interaction of SNRs with the surrounding ambient ISM must be studied at multiple wavelengths. When combined with 21-cm radio images of the cold, neutral gas in a shell, H-α images showing the warm, ionized hydrogen gas and X-ray images displaying the structure of hot gas will give us a more complete picture of how that shell is evolving and mixing with the ambient medium.
In addition, absorption lines in the spectra of stars lying beyond the shell can tell us about the location, physical conditions and expansion (because of the Doppler effect) of the shell. Such absorption-line studies provide more accurate distance determinations for the shells, as well as a crucial diagnostic of the physical conditions of the gas within the shell. HI distance estimates derived by interpreting HI emission with a standard galactic rotation model are necessarily uncertain. By comparing absorption spectroscopy of stellar continuum sources with increasing sightline distances, the physical location and distance of absorbing gas at various velocities can be confidently identified. This allows their association with actual interstellar structures. For example, this technique was used to confirm the distance and origin of the IC 443 SNR (Welsh & Sallmen 2003) . More accurate distance estimates to HI shells also directly affect their derived sizes, and thus improve determinations of the energy required to produce such large interstellar features. In addition, the velocities of approaching and receding absorbing material can be used to determine the kinematic properties of the expanding shell.
Finally, by comparing absorption caused by both neutral species (reflecting cold gas) and ionized species (reflecting warmer gas), we can probe the physical conditions of gas within the shell. For example, the ionization state and column density of gas in the Shajn 147 SNR were determined using absorption-line studies (Sallmen & Welsh 2004 ). The NaI doublet absorption lines (5890 & 5896Å) are ideal for this work because they probe neutral gas associated with cold HI. The CaII lines (3933 & 3968Å) trace slightly warmer, ionized gas. These absorption lines reveal both the velocity structure and column density of the low-ionization interstellar gas lying foreground to an emitting continuum object. The N(NaI)/N(CaII) ratio is also an important physical diagnostic of the gas. When it is small (e.g. < 0.5), this is interpreted as being indicative of the presence of warm (7000K) interstellar gas in which Ca dust grains have been destroyed by shocks or strong ionization effects (e.g. Bertin et al 1993) . It is true that absorption measurements from stars will only probe a few pencil beams within each shell, so variable conditions within the shells will cause spatial variations in our results. Comparison of these absorption measurements with existing emission measurements at a variety of wavelengths will alleviate this issue by allowing us to assess the conditions for each sightline.
One example of a well-studied nearby SNR is the Cygnus Loop, at a distance of ~ 440 pc. Detailed investigation of the velocity structure of the neutral hydrogen (Leahy 2003) , optical absorption-line studies of the cool, neutral gas (Welsh, Sallmen, Sfeir & Lallement 2002) , investigations of the shock using X-ray spectroscopy (Levenson, Graham & Walters 2002) , OVI emission (Raymond et al 2003) , HST imaging (Levenson & Graham 2001 ) and H-α imaging (Fesen, Kwitter & Downes 1992) have all contributed to our understanding of this object. Similar exhaustive multi-wavelength studies of a wide variety of SNRs at varying galactic distances are necessary for a complete understanding of the processes in the galactic interstellar medium.
Methods
Over the past several years, the author has involved undergraduate students in searching for interstellar shells, and studying their properties through images at a variety of wavelengths. With the help of undergraduate students, the SETHI neutral hydrogen dataset has been searched, producing a list of shell-like features which are missing from previous catalogs (Sallmen et al., in preparation) .
The goal of this project is to select newly identified shells which are suitable for further study:
• Explore existing archival images at multiple wavelengths for shells of potential interest for follow-up multi-wavelength observations • Use kinematic distance information to identify shells suitable for absorption-line work • Select appropriate stellar targets for each shell, and explore availability of absorption-line data for these stars
With the help of undergraduate students, archival images at multiple wavelengths were explored for 76 shells that were already identified using the SETHI radio data. Each shell's coordinates, velocity and angular size were measured and checked against existing catalogs. For each shell not previously known, archival data was downloaded from the SkyView Virtual Observatory 3 . Images of the shell at were compared for ¼ keV X-rays (RASSband1 & RASSband2), H-α (HAlpha Composite Survey), 100 μm infrared light (IRIS), as well as the 21-cm neutral hydrogen from the SETHI data. These reveal the presence of hot (~10 6 K) gas, warm ionized (~10 4 K) hydrogen gas, warm interstellar dust, and cold (~100K) neutral hydrogen gas, respectively. Shells showing clear shell-like features and multiple wavelengths, and/or correlations or anticorrelations between images are more suitable for further multi-wavelength analysis, as they give a more complete picture of the shell's evolution and mixing into the ISM. Each shell was assigned a ranking 1-3 describing its potential for multi-wavelength follow-up. For details of the procedure, see the proceedings paper by E. Tennyson (this volume).
To get the most out of such multi-wavelength studies, the distance to the shell must be known. At some galactic longitudes, the HI emission velocity can be interpreted in light of a galactic rotation model to estimate the distance. For each shell in our list, the radial velocity & range of velocities were compared with the rotation curve of Brand & Blitz (1993) to estimate its distance. This kinematic distance was then used to estimate the shell's physical size. Based on existing catalogs, HI shells are typically 100 to 300 pc in size (Ehlerová & Palouš 2005) . We therefore wish to focus our attention on those shells with relatively well-defined kinematic distances which yield shell size estimates less than 300pc in size. These preliminary distance estimates also allow us to identify more appropriate potential stellar targets for absorption-line studies of these shells.
Several considerations apply when determining shells of interest for absorption-line spectroscopic studies. Such studies are particularly applicable to nearby shells with large expansion velocities. Nearby shells are more likely to have sufficient foreground and background target stars. Shells which have large expansion velocities (based on HI emission from the approaching / receding walls) must be selected to ensure that the absorption components due to the shell are well-separated in the spectrum from those due to the ambient ISM.
The existence of appropriate stellar targets is also an important consideration. Hot, luminous (early-type O and B) stars are the best background continuum sources for NaI and CaII spectroscopic studies, and must be present at several distances along the line of sight towards the shell. The preliminary kinematic distance estimate allows us to identify the most appropriate potential stellar targets for each shell. For a shell expansion velocity ≥ 20 km/s (Δv ≥ 40 km/s), we require spectral resolution R ~ 5 km/s in order to separate absorption components from the main (and saturated) central line-of-sight absorption. Suitable spectra are typically taken with instruments such as the Hamilton echelle on the University of California Lick CAT, or the Giraffe echelle spectrograph mounted on the 1.9m Radcliffe telescope of the South African Astronomical Observatory. High-velocity components are easily detectable in 7 th magnitude stars out to ~ 0.5kpc using the Lick CAT. For more distant stars, background early-type target stars (Mv = 6.0 -9.5) with distances 0.5 -3 kpc are observable on a 2-m class telescope. On such a telescope it is possible to record the spectrum of an OB star of Mv ~ 9.0 at a resolving power of 60,000 in one hour with a S/N ratio > 40:1. Suitable early-type stellar targets can be extracted from online stellar catalogs 4 for each selected shells. Shells with few available stellar targets are eliminated from further consideration for follow-up absorption-line work.
Results
Of the 76 shells examined, 21 were determined to be found in the existing catalog of Ehlerová & Palouš (2005) . Based on the existing multi-wavelength data, 23 of the remaining 55 shells are unsuited to follow-up multi-wavelength studies, 23 may be suited to follow-up multi-wavelength studies, and 9 are likely targets for such follow-up studies. Table 1 shows the properties of these 9 shells, based on the SETHI data. Column 1 gives the name of the shell, based on its Galactic coordinates and velocity at which it is most "shell-like". Columns 2 and 3 give the equatorial coordinates of the shell, while Column 4 gives the velocity range over which the shell is visible, and Column 5 gives the mean angular diameter of the shell. The final column gives the size estimate based on the mean angular diameter and kinematic distance estimates. Kinematic distance information may be found in Table 3 of Tennyson (proceedings this volume). Based on the kinematic distance and resulting size estimates for these 9 shells, there are 4 shells with relatively well-defined distance / size estimates consistent with the expected 100-300pc maximum shell size. These entries are bold-faced in Table 1 , and represent the 4 shells most suited to follow-up multi-wavelength observations.
For each shell in 
Future Work
Multi-wavelength image exploration based on archival data must still be completed for at least 7 more newly identified shells, to complete the selection of shells suitable for multi-wavelength follow-up studies.
Stellar target candidate identification must be completed for all of the newly identified shells, focusing on the 23 which are potentially interesting based on the comparison of archival images at multiple wavelengths. In an ideal world, we would perform absorption-line studies on shells which are also suited to multi-wavelength imaging studies. However, lack of availability of stellar targets may force us to do absorption-line studies of some shells which are less suited to multi-wavelength imaging studies.
Once suitable targets are selected, existing and newly obtained absorption-line spectra will be used to analyze the physical properties of the interstellar shells, and to refine their distances. Absorption-line spectra have likely already been acquired for some of these stellar targets. For example Welsh et al. (2010) contains NaI and CaII measurements to hundreds of bright, relatively nearby stars, and colleagues active in this area will be contacted to gain access to the relevant spectra. Absorption-line spectra of stellar continuum targets are used to analyze the properties of gas in an intervening interstellar shell. For some targets, the gas cloud velocity, cloud dispersion parameter, and column density may already be available in the literature. Other existing absorption-line spectra will be searched for interstellar absorption features formed in the expanding nebular shell gas. The observations will be of sufficient spectral resolving power to separate absorption components due to shell expansion from the central line-profiles (formed from line-of-sight gas in the ISM between the Sun and a shell, and usually saturated). Overall, improved shell distance estimates will help constrain the energy requirements and spatial distributions of these objects. This will lead to an improved understanding of their formation mechanism and interaction with each other and the ambient ISM in our galaxy.
